[Use of semi-automatic defibrillators outside the hospital].
With an annual incidence of 1 to 2@1000 and a rate of survival without complication of 2%, sudden death outside hospital constitutes a serious public health problem in France. Ventricular fibrillation (VF) is responsible for more than three quarters of these deaths. The rate of survival is inversely proportional to the duration of VF making early defibrillation a strong link in the chain of survival. The chances of survival are much greater if the cardio-respiratory arrest occurs with a witness, basic first aid is started rapidly, diagnosis of VF is made quickly and the first shock is delivered as soon as possible. These last two criteria are being met more often since the advent of the semi-automatic defibrillator (SAD) and its availability to first line rescuers. The SAD is a light and compact defibrillator capable of automatic analysis of the electrocardiographic trace, charging if it detects ventricular tachycardia (VT) or VF. By analysing the QRS amplitude, its slope, its morphology, its spectral density and the duration of the isoelectric line, the SAD is capable of recognising VF with a sensibility of 98% and a specificity of 93%. The shock, however, is only delivered with a manoeuvre from the operator. The SAD memorizes both the rhythmic event treated and certain parameters relating to its use. During the last decade, the SAD has benefited from the technological evolutions of the implantable automatic defibrillator, with the introduction of a biphasic shock. The use of a biphasic shock allows reduction in the minimal defibrillation charge and thus lightens the apparatus and increases the number of shocks which the SAD can deliver on a charged battery. In authorizing paramedics by statute to use the SAD, it has been possible to reduce the interval from alert to first delivered shock to 8 minutes although it would be 10 minutes if the medical team was awaited, and to obtain a survival rate without complication of 6.3%. The progress achieved by the use of the SAD in the chain of survival cannot be denied. However, to surpass automatic defibrillation and widen the use of defibrillators to an informed and motivated public would certainly bring our results closer to those obtained in America where the survival rate reaches 30% in the best cases; subject to widespread first aid training for the population.